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‘Talent Show’

own small virtual world ignoring all real world
relationships around them. This sensitive street
play was penned and directed by Ms. Gaayantika
Diwan GDP 3rd semester.

November 22nd

Audience moved to amphitheatre for the remaining event. After a few dance performances,
it was time for the next activity, ‘Natya Shala’, a
hilarious skit based on the state of India’s current
parliament and leading Politicians. The skit was
enacted beautifully by a group of students which
left everyone rolling in the aisles. The skit was directed by Ms. Arjita and Ramandeep Singh from
foundation. Next up was ‘Sur Sangeet and Sur
Jhankar’, wherein Students participated with full
zeal in solo, duet and group categories. Anisha
Tiwari, Rajat Sharma
and Gunjan Sharma
stole the show with
their
mesmerizing
voices. Sudeep Kumar
Gurung and Somjit
Chakarborty presented a scintillating well
coordinated performance on Guitar and
Keyboard respectively.
It was true amalgamation of electrifying
performances
for
‘Thirakte Kadam’ in
all the categories.

Cultural Club Activity

To provide a refreshing break from heavy academic
schedules and to bring out other essential attributes of
their personalities, Cultural Club of AID hosted a ‘TALENT
SHOW’ on 22nd November’2019, in the latter half of the
day. The event comprised of a plethora of interesting
activities namely, Nukkad Natak, Natya Shala, Thirkte
kadam, Sur Sangeet, Sur Jhankar, tukbandi and a Fashion show for students to showcase their talent.
The event commenced on a theatrical note with Nukkad Natak at the parking foyer. The prime objective of a
street play is to convey
a message and to raise
awareness on current
social issues. Retaining
the essence of street
plays two teams displayed their performing skills Team-1 raised
the current alarming
situation of ‘Air Pollution in Delhi’ presented
by students of Foundation 1st sem. led by Mr.
Vardaan Bhatt. Team-2
presented by students
of GDP, 3rd Semester,
portrayed the nuisance
of mobile usage in their
street play titled ‘Hum Social Hain’. It rightly focused on
how internet has over encompassed the lives of our millennials, how they have created their fake online profiles
in contrast to their true personalities, just to impress
their peers. How they have secluded themselves in their
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‘Tuk bandi’ Category
came as a pleasant surprise to all the audience.
The cherry on the cake was few self-composed
narration and poems by Ms. Alpana GDP 3rd
sem FD, Pooja IDC Ist sem ID and Aman Pachouri from GDP Ist sem Foundation.
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clothes from Waste Jute
bags, foils, plastic poly
bags, thermocol, paper
plates old newspapers etc.
There were 8 to 10 teams,
to name a few Shreya
Gupta from GDP Ist sem
foundation, Alpana and
Alok from GDP IIIrd sem
Fashion and Graphic design, Muskaan Mathru and
Chandrika Rajput from
foundation and PDD Ist
sem Interior design, MahiThe event concluded
with much awaited activity, Fashion Show,
themed ‘Trash to Fashion’ in which our aspiring designers put their
creativity to test for
upcycling trash in creative stylized outfits.
The creations stressed
upon the need of the
hour as the world is
facing climate change,
air and water pollution
and other related environment crisis at a fast
pace. Students from all
courses and specializations exhibited their amazing design ideas in their
own unique and innovative ways. Some used straws
and packaging materials and some designed their

ma Korde and Vaibhavi
Singh from GDP Ist sem
foundation, Tanya and
Khushboo from PDD Ist
sem Fashion design. It
was amazing to witness
such dynamic creations
from waste material.
The entire event was
full of fun, energy and
excitement.
Students
were revitalized for the
academic session ahead.
It was Indeed a memorable event to be cherished for long!
Ms. Anjali Taneja & Ms. Garima J.Saini
Coordinators, Cultural Club
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INDIA

reputed Institutions offering them with the
objective to help prospective students and
parents to choose the right Design Course and
also the Institutions specialized for it.

TODAY

The Editorial Team from India Today, Ms. Shelly,
Sr. Editor, Mr. Shekhar Ghosh, Sr. Photographer
visited the Campus on 3rd December’2019 for
an interview and photo shoot for the feature.

“DESIGN EDUCATION”THE NEED OF THE HOUR !!
December 3rd

The India Today Team had been long pursuing the Institute and expressed their desire
to feature Apeejay Institute of Design in its
December Issue, as this is the oldest Institution, established in 1991 and totally dedicated to Design Education in the country.
Sensing the needs of the ever evolving contemporary Design Industry, AID has many
firsts to its credit as it has pioneered many New
Courses and Programmes, B. Design being one of
them and Digital Publication & Story Telling, Packaging Design, Product Design, Exhibition Design, Interior & Space Design etc. These specialized Design
programmes boost Career Oriented Design aspirants

The team had an interaction with the Director Madam
and decided to feature AID as a specialized Institute
for Furniture Design – one of the programmes offered
at the Post Graduate Level.
After an engaging Interview with the Director Madam, they were taken around the campus to see the
Art Gallery, Studios and Workshops. During the visit,
team short listed few locations suitable for
the photo shoot. They were visibly happy to
see the different products designed and created by the students at the Institute. While
taking some interesting shots the team also
interacted with students working at the Design Studios and Carpentry workshop.
The Editorial team left satisfied with their
visit.

who wish to add extra edge to their Portfolio. These
programmes help them stand apart from the crowd
thus increasing their employability.
India Today, the leading Indian news magazine is dedicating its December Issue to Careers in Design. The
issue is to cover most popular Design disciplines and
3
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Our Founder’s

the occasion of Founder’s Day Dr. Stya Paul’s daughter Madam Sushma Berlia’s sends her message
which was duly conveyed and well read by a faculty

BIRTH CENTENARY

A

October 4th

peejay Stya Group and Apeejay Education Society
owes its existence to ‘The Invincible Soul’ of
Dr. Stya Paul Sir. He was an eminent Industrialist,
Educationist and a Freedom Fighter who provided
the foundation to the above mentioned prestigious
ventures. Founder’s Day is celebrated every year
on his Birth Anniversary to cherish his ideals and
principles.
To commemorate his Birth Centenary entire AID
family gathered together to pay homage to our
beacon of guidance and inspiration. After invocation
of the lord almighty, the day
commenced with our Director
Ma’am, Ms. Reetu Betala paying
Shradhanjali to Dr. Stya Paul Sir’s
realistic portrait by lighting a lamp
. Audience got an opportunity to
hear some interesting incidents
about Dr. Stya Paul’s Life by
Director Madam, since she has
spent more than 25 years of her
work life with him. She shared
a few inspiring words with the
students to help them reach
a pedestal in the professional
world, outside this protected
premises.

Ms. Amrit Das. Later, students sung ‘Raghupati Ragahav’, one of the favorite bhajans
of our late founder.
The event progressed with the award of
Diploma Certificates to the students from
all the specialization, who have successfully completed their course by our Director Ma’am. No other day could be a better day than this day for felicitation of our
Meritorious students with Certificates of
Merit, who have outshined and excelled in
their respective field. To inculcate regularA heartwarming Sarswati Vandana was performed by ity and punctuality in our students as a key to sucfew students to pay due regards to a person who him- cess, Director Ma’am gave Certificate of Regularity
self was a landmark of knowledge and wisdom. On to the deserving students.
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open discussion on What is a Brand? He emphasized
the penetration of branding by highlighting the fact
that all of us are inconspicuous brands ourselves
and carry a particular aura of our personality to
the industry. He spoke of various brands and their
branding strategies. He quoted few reasons why
customers visit a particular brand and their buying
behaviors. To reinforce one of the reasons, he compared the Facade of a store with the cover page of a
Book, which decides whether the reader would go
through the content or just keep it aside. Similarly
what attracts us to visit a particular brand store is
its window display. He also focused on consumer
profile and their behavior. He elaborated his point
by comparing three brands of jeans– Wrangler, Levis and Pepe. Levis has basic fit denims and has as
many as 1300 different pattern fits. Comfort is the
main feature of this brand. Wrangler has refined
styles and Pepe is a party look. Likewise, many examples were quoted of different products.
The talk was of interest for the Graphic students as
he analyzed font styles and creative components of
various brands like Mac, Shahnaz Hussain and Khadi
. Along with consumer behavior the characteristics
of customers for a brand were explained, for
example, Mac is for bold & beautiful woman, Lakme
is for soft & beautiful woman whereas Maybelline is
for smart woman.
He briefed the proxemics of the store, lights,
music, aroma and focal point in a stores and their
importance, which was of interest for interior
design students.
The session was very knowledgeable and gave all
the students an insight about a brand and marketing strategies.

Each year Founder’s day
is marked by the selection
of one student for the
most prestigious award
of the academic session,
‘Dr. Stya Paul Award
for Human Values.’ This
year Mr. Akash Chauhan,
PDD-IIIrd Sem, Interior
Design
Department
was conferred with this
remarkable honor for
not only his outstanding
performance but also for
showing enthusiasm in extra- curricular activities and
impeccable attitude towards his teachers and fellow
students. Later, students sung an inspirational song,
‘Aashayein and Rubaroo’, to mirror our motto which
is ‘Soaring high is my nature’.
The event concluded with the entire audience rising
for the ‘National Anthem’. The amphitheatre was
resonating with the fond memories of Dr. Stya Paul
Sir. Everybody present felt blessed to be the part of
this auspicious day and moved on with the day cherishing the reflection of our late Founder.
		 Ms. Anjali Taneja, Mr. Rajeshwar N. Singh
		
		

Ms. Garima J. Saini, Mr. Mukesh Verma
Coordinators , Co–Curricular activities

Marketing, Retailing &
Brand Strategies

November 5th
An Interactive lecture was organized by Fashion Design department for students of all the
specializations on ‘Marketing,
Retailing and Brand
Strategies’. Mr. Sharad Mathur, a freelance designer, with
more than 30 years
of experience in the field of design and
management was invited for the session.
His areas of interest are multi product
development and Branding, Visual Merchandising, Store Lay outing and Planning. To his credit are many projects such
as Studio 55, Buying house for an American company IBIZA and so on.
Mr. Sharad started the lecture with an

Ms. Satinder Kaur ,
Coordinator, Faculty, Fashion Design
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Innovative
Enhancement
OF RAW PRODUCTS
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November 14th and 15th
Design in its spirit is all encompassing. Design is not limited to conceptualization and
creation of a new product or
space, it also involves adding
a new meaning to an existing product or space. Creating a new product and adding
a new visual meaning to an
existing product can be two
different but equally enriching experiences. Designers
should be comfortable with
both opportunities as the client may request an altogether new product or space to be designed and
built or he may request redesigning or remodeling
of an existing product or space.
Keeping above in mind, a workshop on ‘Innovative
Enhancement of Raw Products’ was conducted at
the Institute on 14th and 15th Nov’19 which involved
giving a new meaning to an existing product. The
product chosen was a wooden box with each side
measuring 30 cm. with raw and untreated surface.
The students were invited to give a new meaning
and to visually enhance the product through application of surface treatment of their choice to the
box. A skilled painter was also arranged for the stu-

paper, threads and cords, PVC pipes, rope, mirror,
straws etc for surface treatment of the box.
We saw students participate with enthusiasm and
come up quite interesting and innovative design
outcomes at the end of workshop. The experience
was unique and enriching for everyone involved in
the exercise.
Ar. Ramin Dogra
Coordinator, Faculty, Interior Design

dents to assist them.
It was encouraging to see students let their imagination fly. The designs, techniques and choice of
materials were unique and imaginative. The students used a wide range of materials like paint,
6
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Recycling &
Revamping of

S

DENIM

November 14th

ucts.
Students brought their worn out denims which
were recycled into skirts. He demonstrated different methods such as ragged look, patch work, embroidery etc. Students came out with different ideas
of putting lace, giving different cuts, adding buttons
and patches.

A full day workshop was conducted for the under
graduate students of fashion Design by Mr. Sourabh, Senior Manager, Shahi Exports, Faridabad on
November 14th. He is a gold medalist from NIFT, Delhi and has experience of working in various Design
houses in India and abroad.
The workshop started with a brief session on recycling and revamping of not only denims but various
types of left over fabrics.
He spoke about sustainability and explained how
the big brands such as Tommy Hilfiger have come
up with ideas of making various products such as
kids collection, sewing
table cloth
bag which
has replaced
plastic bags,
curtains using patches
from
left
over fabric
pieces etc.
With little
bit of embroidery
and other
surface embellishment
techniques
these products can be
made into
saleable designer prod-

To add to their skill set students were given another
interesting assignment. Mr. Sourabh had brought
along sheets of cotton polyester blend in polka dot
and corduroy fabric made with patches of left over
pieces. Students were divided into five groups. Each
group was given
a specific product
such as cushion covers, sling bags, table
linen, utility holder,
potli bag etc.
All the products were
decorated with different types of laces
and some of the students showed their
creativity by using
cut pieces of denim.
Both the activities
were very interesting. Students enjoyed and came
up with innovative
products.
Ms. Satinder Kaur
Coordinator,Faculty,
Fashion Design
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was followed by a discussion with students regarding several aspects of animation and story boarding,
how to hone skills, be industry ready and the current market trends.
As the workshop proceeded further, the students
were assigned an exercise to understand the process of story boarding, keeping in view the anima-

‘Animation & Story boarding’
November 18th
Graphic Design Deptt. organized a Workshop on
“Animation and Story boarding” on 18th November
2019, conducted by Mr. Salil Shail, Founder & Creative Director of Oxymora Studios. The workshop
was attended by students of Graphics Design + Animation & Multimedia (UG & PG), to get a broader
perspective about the art of story boarding and its
use in animation & filmmaking process.

tion that will finally happen. This helped them understand the process in better way. Mr. Salil gave
them a script, couple of characters and asked them
to prepare a storyboard of thumbnail sketches.
Students quickly got engaged in the story boarding
process as per the given brief. Mr. Salil kept interacting with them to clear their doubts during the

A seasoned storyboard artist & animator, Mr. Salil
started the day with a presentation, showcasing
different storyboards, animatics (animated storyboard), executed for a range of clients. He mentioned about the importance of these animatics, as
it lets one see what the movie might look like for
the first time. Animatics give a sense of the pacing,
rhythm and the progression of the film. Mr. Salil
explained the different stages of story boarding
process and how to approach each project which
comes with its own set of challenges and excitement. He also highlighted that with changing digital
landscape, the client expectation has also increased
and one can get better only through lot of patience
and practice to excel in this art. The presentation

execution process and guided them whenever required. Within a comparatively short span of time,
one could realize the different styles and expressions coming out of each storyboard. Towards the
end, he had a final one to one conversation with the
students to know their thought process and style of
execution while doing the exercise.
Overall, the students really benefitted with this
workshop as it was very informative and engaging.
Activities like this, where students get constant support & feedback from Industry professionals provides the right guidance in their future goals.
Mr. Sumanto Kumar Roy
Coordinator, Faculty, Graphic Design
8
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Life Experience Project
October 28th - November 1st

In today’s world everyone is concerned only
about his own life and accomplishments, how
much we earn, what we possess and where we
stand in society is what drives us. We have become emotionally callous and insensitive. We
are too busy chasing our desires and dreams. ‘I’,
‘me’ and ‘myself is all that we think about and we
do not bother to think about others.
A good human being knows that life should have
a balance between material accomplishment and
spiritual fulfilment. At AID we try to create good
designers who are also good human beings. We
feel that it is our responsibility to make our students strong in knowledge as well as character.

students of Graduation Design Program me of all specialization. The aim of the project was to know about
the life of underprivileged people who have to struggle for their daily livelihood.
Life experience project let us know about the fact of
people’s life with the deeper meaning. Who strive
hard to fulfil their daily needs. It helped us to understand the crucial social issues which holds our society
as a whole.

Keeping this in mind a social awareness project is taken up as a part of curriculum for degree students in their 3rd semester. This year the
project was undertaken for one week from 28th
Oct’19 through 1st Nov’19. The purpose of this
exercise is to sensitize young minds about life of
underprivileged section of our society. During
the week the students were encouraged to interact with impoverished people like street hawkers and vendors etc. The students spoke to them
and came to know how this section of the society lives. The students asked them about their
life and struggles in the city. They also gathered
information about factors such as income, housing, healthcare, education etc. Students asked
them about circumstances that drove them from
their native place to the city and their dreams
and aspirations in life. The story about the life
of subject was compiled and presented with a
design proposal from the students to help the
person.

The Subject I chose for this was, ‘street hawkers’. The
reason why I chose this subject
was that when many a times
during my college hours I used
to visit these stalls, I often wondered about their lifestyles.
Through this project I’ve been
able to come to know about the
problems they face in their daily
life.

The students participated with enthusiasm and
came up with a variety of interesting proposals
at the conclusion of the project.
Ar. Ramin Dogra
Coordinator,
Faculty, Interior Design

As a designer, we were supposed
to implement our design thinking to come up with the new and
innovative solutions for their
problems which had to be pocket friendly, useful and viable for
them. I suggested them to wear

Student’s Take
Street Hawker

“LIFE EXPERIENCE PROJECT” was assigned to all the
9
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heat resistant gloves which would be helpful to them
while working with any hot vessels. Another suggestion I gave was to improve the sitting area which at
present was a little unhygienic. I suggested some
better seating facility, which would help them attract
more customers through the day.

Our aim was to know about their lifestyle. What
were the earnings and where do they manage to
get their raw materials from?
Any basic necessity which are left unfulfilled .Also,
to implement our skills as a designer and to come
up with the new and innovative design proposals

At the end of the project we understood what the real
struggle of life is! It was a great experience overall.
Ms. Nisha Singhal
GDP 3rd Sem., Graphic Design

Water Seller

I was lucky enough to earn an opportunity to
learn new things in this Institute.
AID has always believed in giving it’s students varied design
experience which motivates all
the students to think out of
the box and give a meaningful break from the regular academic schedule of the students.
“LIFE EXPERIENCE PROJECT”
was for all the GDP IIIrd sem students in which
we had to study and research about the life of the
underprivileged people like all the street vendors
- cobbler, tea seller, drinking water seller and many
more people from the similar categories who all
are living with the basic amenities in life by little
earnings around the Institute .

which would be environment friendly, useful, attractive and affordable for the identified area.
I have done my research on a water seller near the
street and my design proposal for him was to attach
wheels to his cart which would make his work
easy to move his cart on a daily basis from place
to place.

Our mentors guided us to present all the information gathered by us into our document .
By the end of the week we were all ready with
our design proposals and it was a great overall
experience
Ms. Kashish Madnani
GDP 3rd Sem., Animation and Multimedia
10
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“A Picture Speaks
a Thousand Words”
Photography Club Activity
November 26th

AID’s Photography Club activity was held on 26th November 2019 to encourage and engage students to
get a better sense of the world around and capture
the perfect moments with their photographic & creative talent. Students were given a broad range of
topics, such as Mood Lighting, Reflection & shadow,
Candid Photography in the black & white category,

seemed the favorite among students. The street
outside the college campus was just the same like
any other day, but with their cameras on, the students had a purpose. Scenes from daily life, e.g. A
rag picker passing by, a security guard reading newspaper, laborers engaged in digging, hawkers waiting
for customers were beautifully clicked highlighting
different activities, actions and emotions. Post this,
the focus shifted to studio-based photography- An-

while the colored category had topics like Texture,
Shape & Forms, Antique Objects and Stylized Fashion.
The day started with a lot of buzz and enthusiasm
among students, who seemed all ready to get in to
action straightaway. The beginning theme was Mood
lighting, followed by Texture, shape & forms and Reflection & Shadow. Nature is the best source of inspiration, and it was clearly evident in most of the
photographs. From foliage, tree barks to walls and
stone marks, their camera captured all from interesting angles and perspectives giving a glimpse of
their creative mindset. As the day proceeded, it was
time for the next topic- Candid photography which

tique and Stylized fashion. Antique photography
was prop based whereas face painting was used as
a medium to express the theme for stylized fashion.
With the amount of excitement around while painting their faces before being clicked, it never looked
like we were closing for the day. In fact, face painting
showed their passion for the subject and the photographs captured some untold emotions.
Framing, composition, light & depth, focus, mood,
were some of the key elements which the students
focused on, capturing images with both a sense of realism and abstraction. Photography is such a powerful medium of expression and students got a glimpse
of that by the end of the day.
Overall, the photography club activity was an enriching experience for the students and it provided just
the right platform for them to explore their talent.
Mr. Jayant Gajera & Mr. Sumanto Roy
Coordinators, Photography Club
11
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crochet, knitting, tatting or
any other lace craft using
only Anchor threads. The

DESIGN
AWARDS’ 2019
November 26th
After an exceptional
performance
in
Round-1,
where
7 students sent
their Mood Boards,
Concept Boards and
Inspiration
Boards
along with Look and
Style, out of which
5 students were
selected. In Round
2 students were to
execute the Mood
Board and bring the
design to life with
finesse in detailing
and
technique.
The purpose of
this contest was to
promote artisans and
hand
embroidery
which has taken
a back seat with
passage of time.
Our students designed a variety of story based on
their mood, inspiration and concept. It was then
embroidered on the selected
garment by an artisan.
The quality of embroidery was of
paramount importance, as 70% of
the garment was required to be
covered with hand embroidery.
The designer was free to use

finished ensembles
were couriered to
Bengaluru for final
judgment.
The Anchor Design Award 2019 contest was a holistic
journey in the world of Embroidery and Design. Even
though our students did not win any prize but it was a
great experience as they unlocked their unique talent
and brought
their designs
close to reality.
All students
whose de-

signs were selecte, were invited to
Bengaluru to attend the fashion Show
where their ensembles were showcased. Students had a wonderful live
experience of seeing their garments
on ramp being modeled by professional models.

Ms. Satinder Kaur
Coordinator, Faculty, Fashion Design
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